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About This Game

Shortly after landing on an alien surface, you learn that hundreds of your men have been reduced to just a few. Now you must
fight your way through heavily fortified military installations, lower the city's defenses and shut down the enemy's war machine.

Only then will the fate of humanity be known.
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BEST total war out so far for historical. good time aswell 3kingdoms kicks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665wish they would
include goryeo in a dlc tho or vietnam aswell

fast turns
streamelined and optimized well
good gfx
fun to watch duels and the kung fu ingame and fighting looks awesome. a good game,
you can decapitate people or slice only part of them off, you have powers and stuff to also knock the enemys down and kill
them, multiple maps to fight on, workshop with amazing maps also

pros:
multiple maps
workshop
gore
powers
KiCk
BaaN- wait that isn't a thing

cons:
can be slow on potato pc's
may be hard to learn making levels
no achivments

overall: 8\/10. ==Contains minor spoilers==

This was a fun DLC. It is very short though. The map design is a lot more fun combat-wise compared to previous campaigns.
For instance there are places where to duck and take cover. The fights are often intense, but still doable with two players. But
you need to be pretty familiar with the game. We did not find any spells except haste. Might be a few other spells hidden there
somewhere. For us, the boss fight was the highlight in this DLC.

I believe Dungeons & Gargoyles is a sequel. I have not bought it yet.

That said, the DLC is very expensive if we take nothing else into consideration. I would not buy it at less than a 75% sale.

If we take other things into consideration, whoever is behind the sales of Magicka are generous. You can often find Magicka in
cheap bundles, sometimes with DLCs included. So if you got your Magicka for instance on Humble bundle, then buying this
DLC is no big deal.

. looks like this game's...
not so legendary.
fun - ★★★ │ story - ☆☆☆ │ graphic - ★★☆☆☆
┴──────┴───────┴───────────────

this game is fun, but it was not a rhythm game of my taste

───────────────────────────────. This game is amazing - from concept to actual gameplay,
the language learning community lacks interactive and engaging methods of teaching such as what this game provides.

As is to be expected with release day, there are some minor bugs as mentioned by other reviewers. However, I found that none
of them truly affected my gameplay and I still learned tons and had tons of fun in my first hour. The developer is also very
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active and helpful, and has been pushing out daily updates to fix bugs, so it's only a matter of time before things are smooth.

Many people complained about the steering and controls; theyre not normal by any means but theyre not really that bad. Turning
does feel like you're driving a tank but you get used to it pretty quickly.

Also, don't worry about the "required" graphics card. I bought and played the game on a toaster and had great fps the whole
time.

I highly recommend the game, it is a lovely experience and incredibly helpful for learning a language.
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Good for 5 minutes. Grabbing guns is too hard.. Excellent game! Very addictive and nerve-racking fun!. Music is lovely,
animations and direction are impressive, story is sort of interesting. As a game it's a complete failure though.. Interesting game
mechanic going on here. Nice and addictive. A few achievements that will take a bit. If you like these sort of games you can
probably already tell you will like it. I hope you make some more games, developer.. The Lethality in this game, atleast in my
personal opinion, was super awesome, made the game "Unique Moba",
The level difference didn't matter so much, and only gave an edge against others but that's it,

Then came the Free version of it aaaaand... was good... as "Yet Another MOBA", they removed Lethality, level difference is so
vast as you cannot recover if the enemy level up faster than you, it's simply "Just another MOBA" while the older MNC was like
"Alright, we're in? LOCK AND LOAD!"

But that's just how I see it, funny how the devs Abandoned their own Uniqueness to join the "Me too, Me too" bandwagon~
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